


• The Soufrière, mysterious and fascinating

• Thematic hikes

• Tree climbing Park le Tapeur

• Discovery of tropical waterfalls

• The colorful Botanical Garden

• Canyoning & water hiking

• Parc des Mamelles, suspended in the air



Being at the top of an active explosive volcano is an unforgettable experience.
When you arrive near the craters, the sulphurous smell, the muffled rumbling from the
bowels of the Earth, the very special vegetation, impress you.
At every moment, along the paths that facilitate discovery, a surprise awaits the walker,
a source of wonder and new sensations on the summit of the Lesser Antilles.
Free or with a guide, your qualified state guide will be pleased to teach you more about
the history of this Old Lady and her influence on this wonderful island.

 4 days a week depending on 
the weather

 Half-day excursion
 Duration 5h, positive altitude 

gain of 500 m
 Level: difficult
 Free or with guide
 Min 2 / max 12 people per 

guide
 Guide fee: 40€ per person



How to enrich your general culture while walking pleasantly?
Come for a walk in the Archeological Park of Les Roches Gravées
in Trois-Rivières, for example. It is a magnificent garden where
you learn that plants specific to the Caribbean such as calabash,
castor oil, roucou, cassava and vetiver were part of the life of the
Amerindians, the people who came from South America and who
colonized the Lesser Antilles in successive waves for over 2000
years. And here you are, at a detour on a path, you come face to
face with petroglyphs or engraved rocks that date back to 300 to
400 years after Christ. They were made by the Arawaks 1700
years ago. A peaceful nation that lived from fishing, hunting,
agriculture, who cultivated cassava, made pottery and carved
rocks.... Three centuries later, the Caribbean Indians arrived and
exterminated them, but thanks to these famous engravings, they
left traces of their presence in Guadeloupe. Guadeloupe has the
highest concentration of engraved stones of all the West Indies.
This is a mystery, why so many rocks engraved in Guadeloupe and
not elsewhere?

Hiking trails are available:
 Engraved Rock Trail 
 Soufrière
 Neg Mawon Trail
 Galleon Water Walk
 Ti-Havre Buckle 
 Large water circuit
 Hiking with your feet in the water
 Guide fee: from 30 to 80€ / adult depending 

on the number of people



Tree climbing activity in the heart of the
tropical forest. We offer you a course of about
1 hour at more than 15 meters from the
ground, a unique adventure at the top of the
tall trees. Adrenaline guaranteed in complete
safety. You will move from tree to tree by
walking on suspended or roller swings, logs or
nets, or simply by letting yourself be driven on
zip lines and other trolleys. Tribute to our
Mother Nature who offers us a wonderful
show on this exceptional site. It is a really
different approach to the forest that combines
fun and discovery.

 Tous les jours 
 Demi-journée
 Tarifs entrée parc : 

 3-7 ans : 12€
 8-12 ans : 20€
 +12 ans : 25€



Go on a hike to discover the South of the Basse-Terre, alone or with a
guide. In Capesterre-Belle-Eau, the Kassaverie offers you its sweet and
salty tasting of the traditional kassaves. The Hindu Temple of Changy
reminds you of the Indian presence, then the town of Basse-Terre allows
you to immerse yourself in the atmosphere of its colourful market and
the magnificent Fort Delgrès (17th century). Lunch on a mountainside or
on the edge of a black sandy beach.
In the afternoon, enter the lush forest to admire the Carbet Falls. On the
way back, take the opportunity to sneak in through the famous
Dumanoir Alley.

 Every day
 Guide Fee (from 5 to 8 people):

 Adult: 85 €
 Child -12 years old: 60 €
 Child -2 years old: 15€



Former property of Coluche, this park immerses you in the richness of the flora
of theWest Indies.
It offers about fifteen different themes, such as the water lily pond, the lily
aviary, orchids, bougainvilleas, banyan, waterfall, cactus or talipot. Come and
feed the carps and parrots. A family walk to do.
Take advantage of your half-day in the North Basse-Terre to discover the
Botanical Garden of Deshaies and head towards the heights of Sofaïa to enjoy
the view of the Grand Cul Sac Marin.

 Every day
 Half day
 Park entrance fees: 

 Adults: 15,90€
 5-12 years old: 10,90€
 - 5 years: free of 

charge



Canyoning is water, verticality, jumps, slides and swimming in the middle of wild
mountains. Well, the Basse Terre in Guadeloupe is a life-size aqua-land! Walking, slides,
whirlpool baths, de-escalation offer a lot of sensations and relaxation...
A fun and sporty outdoor activity to share with family or friends. Accessible from 7
years old for water hiking. The difficulty increases for Level 2 and Level 3 canyoning
reserved for more experienced athletes.

AQUA HIKE ACOMAT: Fifteen minutes of approach walk in the forest before reaching
the Grande Plaine River. It's time to start the descent into a life-size aqua-land.
Walking, jumping, slides, de-escalation offer a lot of sensations and relaxation. This day
opens the doors of canyoning to you.

CANYONING EXPL'EAU: Vauchelet or Hot Ravine (depending on the weather)
An approach walk of about forty minutes allows you to discover one of the most
beautiful tropical forests in the Caribbean. After this forest crossing, it is time to start
the descent of the river and discover all its secrets: 5 abseiling descents, jumps and
slides, one of the most beautiful rivers on the island under the Volcano of la
Soufrière... This is the essential canyon outing!

 3 to 4 times a week depending on the 
weather

 2 formulas: water hiking and canyoning
 Min 2 people / max 12 people
 Duration 3h to 5h
 Equipment provided
 Water hiking fee: From 45€ / adult and 

35€ / child
 Canyoning fee: From 55€ / adult and 

45€ / child



The Parc des Mamelles is located in the
Guadeloupe National Park. You will discover the
different types of vegetation that live on these
mountains. After crossing the tropical forest you
will arrive at Parc des Mamelles: at the bend of a
marked path, you will observe the most unusual
species of the Caribbean: racoons, agoutis, bats,
dynasts, geckos, not to mention the jaguar... Then
you will discover the forest from above, from its
summit.
Suspended walkways from tree to tree will allow
you to move around the canopy. You will
encounter amazing varieties of trees, vines,
epiphytic plants such as wild pineapple or orchids,
small bird nests and many insects. At the end of
the visit you will pass through the bat cave.

 Every day
 Departure by car or with a 

private driver
 Park entrance fee:

 Adult: 14,50€
 3-12 years old: 8€



• Les Saintes, one of the most beautiful bays in the world

• Seaplane flight over the lagoons

• The Grande-Terre is unveiling itself to you!

• Sailing along the Caribbean coast

• Tradition & Heritage Tours

• The world of silence, scuba diving

• Meeting cetaceans



This huge bay is the second most beautiful bay
in the world. Disembarking by sea in Terre-de-
Haut is already magical: walking in the alleys,
tasting the island's specialities, the torment of
love, the fish crepe ... Climbing up to Fort
Napoleon, being rewarded for your efforts
with absolutely splendid views along the way,
taking a bath at the beautiful beach of
Pompierre: this is worth more than a stopover,
a real stay!
The archipelago of the Saintes is located in the
south of Guadeloupe islands. Covering an area
of 13 km², the archipelago is composed of two
main inhabited islands, Terre-de-Haut and
Terre-de-Bas. And six islets: the islet in Cabrit,
the islets of the Coch, the Grand Ilet, the
Redonde, the Augustins and the Rocher du
Pâté. Terre-de-Bas is less touristic but just as
charming. Small in size but rich in the warm
welcome of its people, its ancient pottery and
its paths with the scents of Indian wood.

 Every day by ferry
 Day trip from the port of Trois-Rivières,

free or with a guide.
 Guide rate:

 Adult: 93€
 Child: 80€
 - 2 years: 15€



Who has never dreamed of flying?
Discover Guadeloupe and its islets by
flying a seaplane. Choose your own
tour: Les Saintes, Marie-Galante, Grand
Cul-de-Sac Marin, Pointe des Châteaux
are within reach of wings! You can
even, if you wish, sit in the pilot's
place, next to your instructor and take
the controls for a first flight lesson!

 Every day depending on the weather
 Base at the Gosier
 Baptism of 15 min / discovery of 30 min / a la

carte flight
 1 person at a time because 1 place
 Baptism fee 15 min: 49€
 Discovery price 30 min: 100€



You dreamed of magnificent white sandy beaches lined with coconut palms...
here they are, spread lazily under the sun of Grande-Terre and will allow you
to return home with an incomparable tan.
There, you can go from the tranquil turquoise sea lagoons to the crashing
wave spots that will delight surfers and windsurfers, or get lost in the green
and wild hills of the Great Seas that served as a refuge for many aristocratic
families during the Revolution.
Imagine a small piece of Brittany in the tropics!
At the Pointe des Châteaux or on the cliffs of the Grande Vigie, you will
discover the ocean in all its splendour. Below these cliffs, it is possible to
discover sea caves carved by the ocean.
Take the opportunity to visit the Morne-à-l'Eau cemetery, swim at the
beach of Anse du Souffleur, go to Pointe de la Grande-Vigie, the Anse
Bertrand hell gate, visit the Damoiseau distillery and finally have lunch in a
traditional restaurant along the way.

 Every day
 Full day excursion
 Free or with a guide
 Guide fee:

 Adult: 70€
 Child - 12 years old: 55€
 Children - 2 years old: free



Day cruise
Escape on a day cruise on the Caribbean Sea. Sail along
the coast to explore the depths of the sea. Meet the
marine turtles. In the late afternoon, enjoy the
spectacle of the coves and the mountainous massif of
the Basse-Terre in the declining lights of the setting
sun.

Half-day cruise
This half-day excursion in the morning combines the
pleasure of sailing in the Caribbean Sea with a stopover
in a small dream anchorage in Petite Anse...

Sunset cruise
A short 2-hour sailing trip in the late afternoon, this
excursion is an invitation to share, a moment of
conviviality on the water. A magnificent view of the
Kaouhanne islet and the Basse-Terre hills, enhanced by
the caressing light at the end of the day, is offered to
you. A "planteur" or a tropical fruit juice is served on
board.

 Every day
 Min 6 pers
 Free diving equipment available
 Possible privatization
 Day rate :

 Adult: 85€
 Child - 11 years old: 65€
 Children - 2 years old: free

 Half-day rate:
 Adult: 39€
 Child - 11 years old: 24€
 Child - 2 years old: 10€

 Sunset rate:
 Adult: 35€
 Child - 11 years old: 25 €
 Children - 2 years old: free



Let yourself be told the story of Pointe-à-Pitre in a
rickshaw.
Colours, smells of spices and vanilla, the sounds of
Gwo Ka, the merchants who call you cuddly and offer
you to taste their fruits: you are at the Pointe-à-Pitre
market! Don't leave without buying your "fruit
punch" and tasting the accras.
You're going to learn how to do them! Join us for a
cooking show followed by a meal in the historic heart
of Pointe-à-Pitre. In the afternoon, immerse yourself
in the discovery of the history of the slave trade,
using audioguides, information terminals and video
projections at the ACTe Memorial's permanent
exhibition. The only museum in the world of this
type!

 Every day
 Full day
 Free or with a guide
 Guide fee :

 Adult: 100€
 - 12 years old: 77€
 - 3 years: free of

charge



Go for a day or half-day all blue.
A baptism or an exploration, at night, on wrecks.
All dives are possible for adults and children.
Dive to discover the magnificent underwater
bottoms of the Grande-Terre or of the Caribbean
Coast.
Leave in complete confidence supervised by
qualified instructors, with family or friends for a
unique moment of happiness. You'll love it!

 Half day
 Every day (first dive, exploration dive,

specific dive)
 Possibility of double dives
 Diving possible in Malendure, Port-Louis,

Saint-François
 Material provided
 Baptism fee from 55 €



An exceptional opportunity to discover the
mysterious world of sperm whales,
humpback whales, pilot whales and Atlantic
spotted dolphins that cross in our waters.
With the help of a specialized guide and the
hydrophone on board, let yourself be
charmed by the singing of cetaceans....
The approach to the mammals is carried out
in accordance with the "Charter for a good
practice of whale ecotourism" and without
diving.

 Half day
 Every day depending on the

weather
 Meeting at 7:45am at the port of

Deshaies or 8am at Malendure
beach

 Day excursion package possible
 DESHAIES fee:

 Adults: 55€
 12 - 18 years old: 45€
 - 12 years old: 30 € 30
 - 1 year: free of charge

 BOUILLANTE fee:
 Adults: 55 €
 12 - 18 years old: 45 €
 - 12 years old: 35 €




